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Last year was  a year of transition for the Journal: it was our first year as editors; the number of published
issues per annum increased  from two to three; and the number of published  articles increased  from  18  in
1998  to 33 in  1999  (an increase of 83%),  and the number of published pages increased from 420 in  1998
to 637  in  1999.  The transition  was not without difficulties:  both August  and December  issues  were  late;
there  were  delays  in  the  review  process;  and,  in  some  cases,  communication  between  authors  and  the
Editorial  Office  should have  been  better.
We now have an excellent staff, Jim Bassett and Valerie  Love, devoted  to Journal  business. As a result,
the publication  of the Journal is  once  again  on  schedule,  and  communication  and the  timeliness  of the
review process  should improve.  As always, the success of the Journal  ultimately  depends upon reviewers
whose time  and  efforts  are  much  appreciated.
I.  Editorial  Council (Members  and Term)
J.  Michael  Bowker,  USDA
George  C.Davis,  Texas A&M  Univ.
David  S.  Kraybill,  Ohio State  Univ.
Gail L.  Cramer,  Univ. of Arkansas
Bryan  J. Hubbell,  Univ. of Georgia
David W. Hughes,  Louisiana State Univ.
Nicholas Kalaitzandonakes,  Univ. of Missouri
Stephen  Davies,  Colorado State Univ.
Elias Dinopoulos,  Univ. of Florida
Timothy  Park,  Univ. of Georgia
Dave Weatherspoon,  Michigan State Univ.
Barry  Barnett, Mississippi State Univ.
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Michael  R.  Langemeier,  Kansas State Univ.
Stan  Spurlock, Mississippi State Univ.
Ann Marie  Vandeman,  USDA/ERS
2001
Michele  C. Marra, North Carolina  State Univ.
Greg  Traxler,  Auburn Univ.
Lois  S.  Willett,  Univ. of Florida
C. Thomas  Worley,  Washington State Univ.
2002
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Allen Featherstone,  Kansas State  Univ.
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III.  Origin of Submissions
7/98  to  12/98  1999
No.  %  No.  %
Southern Region
Alabama
Arkansas  1  3  7  7
District of Coulmbia  4  10  9  9
Florida  5  5
Georgia  4  10  7  7
Kentucky  3  8  10  10
Louisiana  2  5  5  5
Missouri  6  6
Mississippi  4  10  1  1 North  Carolina  1  3  3
Oklahoma  4  10  2  2
South  Carolina  _  4
Tennessee  2  5  4  4
Texas  4  10  2  2
Virginia  4  4
Subtotal  29  74  69  66 Outside  Southern Region  8  21  28  27 International  2  5  8  8
Total  39  100  105  100
IV.  Manuscript Status
New  Submissions  39  89  105  78
Resubmissions  5  11  30  22
Total  44  100  135  100
Disposition  of manuscripts
Published  in the August  1999  issue  1  2  13  10
Published  in the December  1999  issue  3  7  10  5 Published  in the April  2000  issue  12  7
Revision  requested  27  61  53  40
In review  0  0  5  4 Rejected  13  30  42  31 Total  44  100  135  100
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Editors